Follow Your Dreams Pillow
Created by: Amanda Whitlatch, Product Development Coordinator

Time: 3-4 hours
Skill Level: Confident Beginner

Use the AcuDesign App, available from the iTunes store, to edit a design found on the Janome Horizon Memory Craft 15000. AcuDesign is the embroidery app that gives you the ability to import stitch designs from various sources and modify them anywhere, anytime—even when you are not connected to the Internet.

**Janome Supplies Required:**
- Horizon Memory Craft 15000
- Embroidery Hoop GR 9.1” x 11.8” (300mm x 230mm)
- Blue Tip needle
- Pre-wound bobbin

**Fabric and Notions Required:**
- Basic sewing supplies
- Fabric scissors and thread trimming scissors
- Medium Tear Away stabilizer to fit GR Hoop (15”x18”)
- Embroidery thread
- 18” x 18” solid fabric – pillow front
- 2 - 15” x 18” solid fabric – pillow back panels
- Pillow form - 14” square

**Embroidery Instructions:**
1. Open Built-in Embroidery Design
2. Press the built-in design key on the embroidery screen of the Memory Craft 15000.
3. The first page of the design list shows the World of Embroidery Designs.
4. Press the design category key to browse the design list by design category. Press the previous/next page keys to browse the design lists.
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6. Select the Design 1 then <OK> and <OK> to open the design in the embroidery home screen.

Import the Embroidery Design into the AcuDesign App
2. Touch the design and select Download. Select the folder in which to store the design.
3. Select Save and Done.

4. Touch the design to select it from the Imported category.

Edit the Embroidery Design using the AcuDesign App
1. Select the Hoop icon.
2. Select the GR-Hoop.
3. Select the Rotate icon to rotate the hoop. Click on the Select icon.

4. Select the flower on the bottom left of the design by dragging around it on the screen. Move the flower to the lower left of the hoop by clicking inside the selected item and dragging it into place.

5. Select the group of flowers at the top right of the design by dragging around them on the screen. Move the group to the upper right of the hoop by clicking and dragging them into place.

6. Select the leaf on the left and drag it to the top of the hoop area by the flower.

7. Select the leaf on the right move it to the right side of the hoop area under the flower on the right of the design.

8. Rotate the leaf by activating the rotation handles. Click on the corner resizing icon while the design is selected. Rotate the leaf into position under the flower.

9. While the leaf is still selected, click on the Copy icon. Click Paste.
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10. Move the new leaf into the upper left of the hoop area and rotate.

11. Select paste again and move the fourth leaf to the left of the hoop beneath the third leaf.

12. Select the Font icon. (Note: The Lettering Module Package is an additional in app purchase.) Position the font cursor between the third and fourth leaves and type “FOLLOW.” Select Font0016.

13. Click on the Select icon. Resize the lettering 185%. As the design is resized, the percentage is displayed at the corner of the selected area. Move the lettering into place.

14. Select Copy, then Paste. Select the new lettering and change the lettering text from “FOLLOW” to “YOUR.” Move the lettering into place.

15. Select Paste again and change the new lettering text to “DREAMS.”

16. Move the lettering into place.
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Re-sequence and Recolor the Embroidery Design then Export to the Machine

1. Re-sequence the objects in the design by moving them along the rope clothesline at top of the screen. Use two fingers to move the clothesline to beginning of the embroidery to view the first object.

2. Pull the first leaf off the clothesline using one finger and dragging downward. Move it along the clothesline by dragging it to the top right of the screen.

3. Move the leaf to the end of the clothesline with the other leaves.

4. Move the clothesline back to the beginning of the embroidery and select the yellow flower outline. Select the thread spool icon to change thread color.

5. Select the color of your choice.

6. Continue to select, recolor and re-sequence the design elements until satisfied with the result. Select Done or deselect the design element to close the thread color dialog.

7. Select the icon to return to the design browser. The design will automatically be saved.

8. Click on the Export icon.
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9. Select the Memory Craft 15000.

10. AcuDesign will upload the design to the embroidery home screen.

Embroider the Design and Create an Envelope Style Pillow Cover

1. Hoop the GR Hoop with linen or burlap fabric and Medium Tear Away stabilizer.

2. Embroider the design and trim any remaining jump threads.

3. Tear away excess stabilizer from the back of the design.

4. Trim the embroidered fabric to a 15” square, slightly larger than the size of the pillow form, centering the design.

5. The two pillow back panels will overlap to form the pillow back. Along one 15-inch side of each back panel, fold under a ½” hem and press.

6. Fold the hemmed sides over again, approximately 3 inches.

7. Edgestitch along the inner folded edge to make a clean double-turn hem.

8. Place the embroidered fabric right side up, then one of the back panels on top, wrong side up.

9. Place the other back panel over the remaining part of the front panel, wrong side up, so that the back panels overlap. Trim any excess fabric.

10. Pin and stitch around the pillow edges.

11. Turn the pillow cover right side out and insert the pillow form.